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Apply for FMXcellence Recognition

Form must be completed in its entirety.
Submitted information may be used in print, online or at conferences or other live events. You must 
download/save PDF prior to — this form will not save your input without being saved to your computer first. 
Email your completed form as an attachment to edward.sullivan@tradepress.com

1. Name
 
2. Title
 
3. Company
 
4. Street Address

 City / State / Zip / /
 
5. Phone number
 
6. Email address
 

7. Square feet of space that the facility department is responsible for: 
Data centers only: 5,000 or more of raised floor space

 ❑ 100,000 to 250,000
 ❑ more than 250,000 to 500,000
 ❑ more than 500,000 to 1,000,000
 ❑ more than 1,000,000 to 5,000,000
 ❑ more than 5,000,000

8.  Please provide an overview of one completed FM project/initiative or ongoing FM practice/program 
that supports the goals of the larger organization. Projects must be completed to be considered. (Limit 
responses to no more than 2,000 words.) Briefly indicate:
•  Major elements of the project or practice.
•  Steps involved in developing the project or practice, including the start and completion dates, and if 

applicable, completion date.
•  Scope of the project or practice. Did it involve one building? A business unit or region? The entire 

organization?
•  Hard and soft costs of the project or practice. Please indicate when estimates are being used.
•  Challenges involved in implementing or maintaining the project or practice.
•   Ways those challenges were overcome.
•  Lessons learned.
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8.  Overview (cont.)
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9.  Describe the larger organizational goals or challenges addressed by the project or practice. Include any 
impacts that the project or practice had on building occupants. Limit responses to 1,000 words.
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10.  Describe results achieved. Include quantitative and qualitative results. For quantitative results, describe the way 
that results were measured or evaluated. It is helpful to put savings results in some context – as a percentage 
of the overall facility or energy budget, for example. Energy and water savings results should be based on hard 
data, e.g. metered data or utility bills. If the project or practice involved the creation of metrics/measurements, 
use this space to provide more detail about the metrics program. Limit responses to 1,000 words.
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11.  Describe methods used to communicate the results of the project or practice to the greater organization. 
(If the project or practice was a communications effort, use this space to provide more detail about the 
communications program.) Limit responses to no more than 500 words.

12.  In order to verify the effectiveness of the project or practice being submitted for consideration, attach a letter 
from a key manager outside the facility/real estate department describing the impact of the project or prac-
tice. If a letter is not possible, please provide the name, phone number and email address for a key manager 
outside the facility/real estate department who we can contact (examples of key managers: CEO, CFO, COO, 
business unit manager, vice president, etc.). 
 
Key Manager Name: 
 
Title: 
 
Phone: 
 
Email:

  

13.  Attach a list of key in-house participants in the project or practice, both those who work in the facility depart-
ment and those from other departments. (Do not include outside service providers, contractors, etc.)

14.  Attach any other material to support the application. Attachments can be related to any of the questions on 
this form or can provide relevant information on areas outside those questions. Limit additional material (not 
counting the letter and list of participants) to no more than 20 pages. Using sample pages, tables of con-
tents, etc., can reduce the number of additional pages submitted.

❑  I have read the guidelines and to the best of my knowledge, I am eligible to submit and all the information 
supplied is correct. I understand the information submitted here could be used by Building Operating Manage-
ment magazine and NFMT for their own purposes if my submission is selected (other than material marked 
confidential). The box must be checked to submit entry. 

Please save this document on your PC and send as an attachment, along with supporting documents, to 
edward.sullivan@tradepress.com. If you have any questions, please contact edward.sullivan@tradepress.com.

mailto:edward.sullivan@tradepress.com
mailto:edward.sullivan@tradepress.com
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	8 Overview cont: HEI Hotels & Resorts, headquartered in Norwalk, Connecticut, has been aggressively promoting and investing in energy efficiency at all of our properties since 2005 and has developed one of the the most robust, constantly evolving, award winning energy conservation programs in the hospitality industry.  HEI consists of:- 40+ branded hotels (Marriott, Hilton, Starwood)- Located in 16 States- Valued at $2.5 Billion- 12,000+ guest rooms & suites- Over 10,000,000 square foot of building- Approximately 5500 employees- Total annual utility spend $25MMSince our energy conservation programs began in 2005, HEI has invested over $12,000,000.00 in energy related capital improvement projects targeting known technologies primarily in lighting and HVAC systems along with countless man-hours developing tracking and adhering to the many innovative energy conservation programs, incentives and initiatives. All of these combined programs have allowed HEI to receive national recognition by ENERGY STAR and the Association of Energy Engineers (AEE) in the form of:- 2009 AEE Energy Management of the Year- 2010 ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year- 2011 ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year- 2012 ENERGY Star Sustained Excellence HEI's energy conservation operational programs focused on key hotel management involving the hotels General Managers, Chief Engineer's, Executive Chef's, Executive Housekeeper's and Banquet Managers but also included all hotel managers and hourly associates.  Innovative incentive programs and custom energy saving tools where developed to ensure hotel by hotel commitment to the initiatives and allow the programs to be implemented as easy as possible with-out overly impacting labor costs or guest services.Innovative energy conservation incentives & tools developed and implemented include:- 2009, 2010, 2011 flat screen TV give-a-ways for GM's, Chief Engineers, Executive Chef's & Housekeepers and Banquet Managers- Monthly hotel by hotel energy consumption tracking reports- Custom designed energy dash board called the Energy Looking Glass or ELG- Developed certified operational set-point tracking program called the Energy Set-points or ESP's- Developed a custom regression analysis model that normalizes variables to better understand the impact of our operational programs and capital investments.       All of these programs combined have allowed HEI to achieve over 30% in energy savings across their portfolio since 2005.  
	Apply for FMXcellence Recognition  page 3: When this program began in 2005 the initial goal was to reduce energy costs across the portfolio by utilizing capital funds to upgrade outdated lighting and HVAC systems, in 2008 when the recession hit the greater goal was to make the entire hotel more energy efficient not only system wise but also operationally. Once the outstanding performance of the capital projects was determined through our Measurement &Verification process senior level buy-in (CEO, CFO, COO) was obtained which allowed the steady flow of energy capital to continue upgrading the outdated systems. However caution was needed to ensure that only proven technologies were used to ensure that the guest was not impacted during the system upgrades and that only hotel brand (Marriott, Hilton, Starwood) approved items were used.The next challenge involved getting already burdened hotel managers and hourly associates to buy-into the operational programs and initiatives This hurtle was easily overcome once it was determined that when given clear direction, easy to work tools and innovative incentive programs the associates quickly saw the benefit of saving energy. Key incentive based Managers enjoyed the opportunity to win flat screen TV's while many other managers & hourly associated saw the pollution reduction results tied to energy conservation as motivation enough to save energy.  The key to validating the effectiveness of these programs was having accurate data and reporting procedures, this process begin in 2006 when HEI joined ENERGY STAR and was able to begin benchmarking each hotel using Portfolio Manager. This was also the year we teamed with Ecova (formerly Loyalton) who continues to supply our monthly consumption data directly from each hotels utility bills. This data continues to be the key to all HEI tracking tools including the Energy Looking Glass, monthly/quarterly/annual consumption reports and the capital project M&V process.  
	use this space to provide more detail about the metrics program Limit responses to 1000 words: HEI takes great pride in our on-going efforts to save energy at our hotels, proven programs results include Year over Year consumption reductions of: • 2006 = 7% reduction compared to 2005• 2007 = 6% reduction compared to 2006• 2008 = 5% reduction compared to 2007• 2009 = 6.4% reduction compared to 2008 • 2010 = 6.2% reduction compared to 2009• 2011 = 2.2% reduction compared to 2010Year over year (YOY) savings results between 2006-2008 were determined by comparing the total YOY reduction at each hotel. This process was enhanced in 2009 when the regression analysis model was developed which allowed the data to be normalized based on the known energy consuming variables such as - weather (HDD/CDD) and hotel occupancy. The model also allowed us to better understand the positive impact of our capital investments further enhancing the M&V process.Between 2006-2011 the estimated pollution reduce data is as impressive as the overall reduction data:- Green House Gases (CO2) 147,600,000 LBS.- Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) 210,000 LBS- Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) 482,400 LBS.- Mercury (Hg) 1,130,400 MilligramsSince our program began we continually explore and capture State and Utility provider rebate funds tied to Demand Side Management (DMS) programs. Since 2005 HEI has received over $1,200,000.00 in DSM rebates.  HEI will continue to invest in energy conservation projects (2012 budget $1.8MM, 2013 proposed budget $1.5MM) and will continue to evolve and enhance the existing programs while looking for new technologies
	communications program Limit responses to no more than 500 words: One of the key factors related to the programs on-going success is the effective way all aspects of the program are communicated between the corporate office and the hotels. This communication is done through a combination of:- Monthly/Quarterly/Annual consumption reports and score cards- Custom departmental posters and light switch plate cover decals- Press releases- Associate Development and Training programs and tutorials- New hire orientation training- Use of the ENERGY STAR Bring Your Green To Work posters and logos on applicable formsHEI also has been asked by ENERGY STAR, the US Department of Energy and other organizations to share the success of their program externally: - Speaking engagements at ENERGY STAR events and webinars- Charter member of the DOE's Better Building Challenge, judging panel participant BBC event- Delivered training sessions at NFMT shows in Baltimore & Las Vegas- Delivered training session at Facilities Live show in Sydney Australia  HEI is committedto ensuring open lines of communicationexist at all levels of the organization.
	Key Manager Name: Glenn Tuckman
	Title: SVP Operations & Asset Management
	Phone: 203-849-2277
	Email: gtuckman@heihotels.com
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